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Abstract : This research analyzes the Ninja in Ninja Assassin film in 2009. This
research is aimed to know representat ion the Ninja in this film according
to  history of Ninja and also the concept  of Ninja. I use qualitat ive
method and descript ive analysis technique to analyze the film. I also use
the representat ion theory of Stuart  Hall to explain the Ninja in Ninja
Assassin film. Based on the research, I f ind that  the representat ion of
Ninja is showed through five kinds, namely: representat ion of Ninja
through the character, through the appearances, through the
equipment , through the house, and through the t raining and act ivit ies.
Those kinds that  I analyze above, each of them not  only have the same
part  with the Ninja in reality, but  also have the differences part  too, ,even
they are almost  same and also almost  difference. So that . because of
the differences, there are some new representat ion about  the Ninja.
Moreover, the Ninja in the film and in the reality are not  all the same, so
that  it  concludes that  this analysis is connect ing with the
representat ion theory.
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